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According t 0 modern ideas the corpuscular radiation of

the Sun is of two basic types : aolur wind and corpuscular

streams.

The solar wind is a constant stream of protons and elec-

trons in all directions. The proton energy is from 500 to 2000

eV and the electron one from 0,3 to 1 eV. The mean velocity of

the particles is from 300 to 600 km/sec and the density from

2 to 20 particles /cm3 ['L\"\ , [2 3 )•

Ihe corpuscular streams are generated by solar eruptions.

She most powerful of them(belonging to class 3 and 4) are a

quite rare phenomenon. During the maximum of solar activity

one observes on an average 2 such eruptions monthly ([ 33 ) •

íheir streams have a minimum density of 100 particles/cm .

ihe velocity of the particles is about 2000 km/sec. The proton

energy is 20 KeV and the electron one .-_ 10 eV. ( £ 1J )•

The eruptions are observed in the activity centres,

i.e. in the zones of solar Bpots, which are two. They are be-

tween the heliofiriiphic latitudes from - 5° to ~ 35°.

Hoat of thu bodies in tho Solur oyotcin (natural and

artificial bodies) move in planes slightly inclined toward

the ecliptic which makes an angle of 7° with the equator of-

the Sun.

The probability a satellite on a heliocentric orbit

to get in a powerful corpuscular stream for one rotation i

is

tt) p -
T
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whore | is the uorjod of the rotation of thr; artiijoial v-iilrfi-

lito in rcapect to the 3un (in mean solar day»), Y\. - the nuahur

of the powerful eruptions for the time | (about the mcairjuni of.

solar activity) and C, - 0.12 mean solar days - the duration oi'

a powerful eruption.

Por ariíicitil satellites with T = 365 mean solar d.-yo

P = O.0C3 or O.S percent for one year.

Host of the authora (for exanpleMJ. [5"\ ) admit indirL-<:i/.r

V:io i;irinanje of tho corpuiJov.lar ttrcams on invos si^atin^ thr;ir

effect on the density of the hifjh atmosphere, i'hoir dynaj-iic. w w -

3iii'e. however, ic corawenaurable with the resistenee of the ntro-

suhere. On a circuiaterreotrial orbit with a height h=500 ton the

relation, between the pressure of the stream and the atmospheric

pressure is of the order of 10 • *

2he basic dynamic effect of the stream on the artificial

satellite is a direct dynamic pressure in directi5i of the stream,

which, according to our opinion, is similar to the pressure of

a fluid at a plastic shock and it is proportional to the square

of the relative velocity in the direction-of—the-stream.

Besides this pressure there are ef/cts of a dynamic stop-

ping which are many times smaller than it. They are reduced to

a tangential component of the acceleration proportional to the

first stahe of velocity, effects similar to the Pojnting-Eobert»

son effect, plahetocentric effect of the stopping of radiation,

anisotropic effect and an effect of non-sphericity of the shape

of the artificial satellite.

If p is the mass centre of the artificial satellite,
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W't. - the geometrical centro of the Sun and M ^ - the ar.-.m

centre oí the body attractive the artificial satellite, the

íollowins 3ií.'ns ra-y "De introduced :

= * ! •

- 3ingle v«ctoi' of

where V
n

V n

'•."-' I "̂  "/ •>-,a- single vector of •- .

'the" absolute velocity of the 3troam, and v'n

is its modulus.

~ =; "x - velocity of the artificial satellite in the coordinf.tr

system, related to the attracting centre; \LV - its oin^Ie vec-

tor, V - modulus of i/, "? •>- angle betwwen V nnd V_ •

-V
A , -̂, - coefficients depending on the midship oection of

the artificial satellite with normals duly fc , (at i=l) and -:\.v

(at = 2 ) , from the streamlined and electromagnetic proper-

ties cf the artificial satellites in the respective directions.

;2» - a coefficient depending on the midship section and on

the streamline properties of the artficial satellites at aerial

resistence in the direction of tly.

\rn - density of the stream in gr/cm
5

V"̂  - density of the air in gr/cm.

y* - mean radius of the terrestrial orbit

•^ — mass of the attracting body •

wv - mass of the artificial satellite

| - gravitational constant

R. - supplimentary power due to the non-apherioity of the geo-

potential.

The force acting on the artificial satellite as a result

of the gravitation, the corpuscular etreafli and the atmospheric

resistence indicated by V «has tho following members t



The last member in the ritfit part of this expression io due

to the light preaoüre ( | 6 ̂  ) .

Y/hen the artificial satellite Í3 in the shadow in reapeet

to the Sun, thio member ia excluded; the same happens to the

third and fourth members of the expression in the caoe when the

artificial satellite gets out of the stream or is in its shadow,

which, as it is evident from Pig. 1 is not always coinciding

with the shadow of the light stream.

Equation (2) con be integrated only numerically and does

not present the possibility for a qualitative evaluation of the

character of the movement. That is why for particular caaea

simplifying suggestions are made.

a) Artificial satellite of the Earth.

Taking into consideration that at a circumterrestrial or-

bit \' — X1 -s Lews!, & -=. Cot»<t t V -<C"̂  V _ , and on ne-

Electing the second, the fourth, the fifthe and the sixth members

of (2), the equation of the movement of the artificial satellites

presents the simplified fora :

where k. ~ Í» KJI X -

We come to the well-known investigated problem in r?//8]

d[9) on the movement of a roclcot with constant thruot in a

gravitational field. The movement equations have the following

integrals :

1. Integral of the energy with a constant ü. :

where V^ ia the value of v' to the same value in the moment

the artificial satellite enters the corpuscular stream; ^ - the

relation of T. to the value of T. in this same moment, 'Jc, - re-
lation of x to its value in the Bane moment,;*,, being the

i
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component of Z in direction of the stream} ty0 is the relation of

the modulus of H1 to -^ .

2. Integral of.the areas to the axis X , with a constant f

5. Iríeera.1 of Inplace with a constant C i

líheso trajectories depending on tha values L , kr and ty

may be of four types :

1. Unlimited selfintersecting, non-winding the centre of

gravitation when. C -c - i •

2. Unlimited selfintersecting, enveloping the centre of gra-

vitation: - A < C <C \- 1

3. Unlimited, not self intersecting : C > i^ K^TT" ̂--^(l-'-J-

4. limited: - -1 •£. C

In the case when the attracting body is the the ?irth on a

powerful aolar flar3 the relation 1/Ü- is ^ v o ' ^ , where ^ is

the midship section of the satellite in cm .

Por a satellite with a diameter of 10 m and of a mass of one

ton, for example, 4712- ̂  1o~£'«

When ^--^ti-^x.-ft v. --\ "t -O X ~-A v. r> i - n

tho onorgy conutnnt is Vx- ~%/^ » the area oonstant is Vl-0 ,

the constant of Laplaco io t-^ 1-1/-» íõ^ -.«̂ .Ĉ 'i ^l/ «--iGP

Therefore the trajectories in this case are limited (the fourth type).

These arev quasi-eleptical trajectories, presented in Pig. 2,

limited by the rotational paraboloids .

In the case when the satellite does not pass through the sha-

dow or through its influence, which is neglectfully small, one can

obtain a more precise solution, when in the square of the difference
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v .v'ui? only the complete two members *n

a r: preserved, neglecting the opponent

or the urtrioiiá üu^lliic i« oi the form :

«here tne disturbances due to the stream are given in a form similar

to that obtained by llobertson [lO>efering to the light pressure

and admitting the effects of Poynting-Hobertson. In this case on

the place of ^ c comes V^ , the constants are respectively

changed, but the method of finding of osculating elements, presented

by Sohnal.'ltadziewslty and Chernikov {.12 1 can be applied in. the

same way.

A qualitative idea about the change of the orbital elements

at a single passing of the satellite through of the corpuscular strecir

is given by the integral of energy, presented in the form

where A- is the big semi-axis of the orbit.

As it was already shown, the trajectories of the satellite are

limited and have a quasi-eleptical form, shown in Pig. 2, and for

limited movements \< 0 . Equation (9) gives a linear dependence

between V i a and 3^ , shown in Pig. 3. If the-movement of the sa-

tellite is in a direct direction (i grows), on entering the shadow

<f is ennuled and a remains a constant quantity; on getting out ;

of the shadow the straight line increases its segment, and therefore

A. increases too, the value oj CL decreases and the excentricity (L

becomes larger. On a reverse movement of the satellite (on entering thJ

shadow X becomes smaller), on the contrary, there ia an increase of !

^ and a decrease of £ .

íhe evolution of the movement of the artificiai satellites on \ /

a continued entering, the shaâow and getting out of it is discussed in'f

detail in £13} and ^ 1 4 ^ ; When there are solar flares continuing \-

• • • • - ; - " ' // f
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raore than several hours, the artificial satellite can pnss u, to

three times through the shadow of the stream and if getting out of

the cone of the stream, the iorcc >\ may be excluded up to nine times.

As ii'ia, it io better to integrate numerically the movement equation

without using the conclusions about the evolution of finite trajec-

tories.

b/ Artificial satellites on a heliocentric orbit.

When the artificial, satellites move on a heliocentric orbit,

the relation between the force of the direct pressure of the stream

and the gravitation force is up to 10 times larger than the value

of the same relation for the same artificial satellites moving on a

geocentric orbit.

She admitting of the influence of the light pressure at un-

relativistic velocities if the artificial satellite is reduced to

the solution of the Kepler problem, where formally the action of the

light leads to a decrease of the mass of the Sun.Tne influence of

the corpuscular stream, however, has a more complex character, since

the force acting on the artificial satellite is proportional to tho

first and second stages of its velocity.

If the artificial satellite moves on a xeliocentric eliptic or-!

bit with a small excentricity, it encere tho stream at an angle t, , I

close to "n/z. .; on passing of the.artificial satellite through the •

stream, the angle } changes insignificantly and at first approxi- j

ination we can admit that !

with which the problem is reduceâ tõ the Kepler problem. If the sign

of \P\ is negative, the orbit is eliptio, with equation
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where

r-

; p,

•̂  - initial velocity of <?,

V( - initial velocity

^ * \l ̂
R.

jl iVuf] x , ÍÍ •* radius of the Sun

: If the sigh of P is positive, i.e."the"force of the pressure

of she stream ie larger than the force of gravitation, the movement

regains on the hyperbole with equation

where
value of fi;)On entering ̂-

the stream

at

Koving on a heliocentric eliptic orbit on entering the cor-

puscular stream the artificial satellite changes its movement ac-

cording to (11) or (12). On getting out of the stream the radius-

vector of the artificial satellite has increased in comparison with

the respective one at the same angle "f radius vector from the

former orbit and the angle between the velocity and the radius-

vector has become smaller (Pig. 4). AB a result of these changes

the further movement of the artificial satellite takes place on

a changed sxfei* heliocentric eliptic orbit with an equation

'.*) ?' **"

I?" - angle in the peak of the
stream considered as a
oone

. \
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c) The movement of the artificial satellite which has got in

the stream only with a radial velocity.

An idea about the finite possibilities of the corpuscular

3tream to change the velocity of a body which has got in it on the

heliocentric .orbit presents the oase when this "oody moves in the

stream only with radial velocity. Only radial forcea act on it which

may be reduced to one central force : "

líquation(14) has first integral

Its investigation shows that V is a monotonely increasing function

of X .

When V - Vr,

A __

it,

On a further increase of V the corpuscules exert a front

resitance in a direction reverse to the velocity direction because

of the fact that after a certain period of calming down variations

about a mean value V n f the velocity asymptotically nears V^ .

The problem we pose is modest but it shows that in soma

cases the mechanical action of the powerful corpuscular streams

during the maxima of solar activity must not be neclected.
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Here is given the relation "between the pressure of the

stream in Space and the atmospheric resitance. The pressure of . .

the corpuscular stream on entering the terrestrial magnetic field

and the higher atmosphere decreases/because of the gradual decrease

of the nurober and the velocity of the particles penetrated in it.

v -She change of the latter two .quantities is the subject of

contemporary and:futur investigations.


